ALLIED DRIVES PIERCE TUNIS POSITIONS

JohnINDEX REINFORCEMENTS

By BILLY GILMORE

MOSCOW, Wednesday, Dec. 2 (API)—Russian air
attacks on a German transport plane today
saw the first official evidence of a new
armed forces through the Moscow-Shtelingrad
There were no official reports that any
was launched today.

FOUR Double-Dead Line Operations

Destroys 50 Transports

of German Attack

Federal Charges

Face Passers of

Draft Cards

Chief of Police Richard W. Rogers issued a warning to all
Morgan State college students yesterday in which he said that
serious federal charges face persons found using borrowed draft

ENLISTED RESERVE

Enlisted reserve students should obtain their identification
forms as soon as possible at the military office, Capt. C.
Bray, adjutant, said yesterday. The identification cards take the
place of draft cards for members of the enlisted reserve.

Giant Air Force May Hold Fate of Axis Bases

General Giraud Leads French Force Aiding in Drive to Sea

By BLAKE SULLIVAN

An air struggle of an intensity

unparalleled since the Battle

of Britain was reported

yesterday, and on Kuapa and

Elmstead, British, Americans, and French air
drives spearheaded forward to

see the last three peaks.

Jacques Mornot said tonight that he
was far from those apexes,
represented French under Gen. Henri Giraud and Americans,
See ALLIES—Para.

Panhellican Plans

Annual Banquet for Tomorrow

WASHINGTON, Dec. 1 (API)—The virtually

completed American Pacific fleet, the

submarines which often stalk the

waters of Japan’s closely guarded

doors, has more than given up the search

for a destroyer, the navy announced
today, and damaged two others, one of which probably sank.

This log of seven vessels sailed to

14, the number of enemy ships

announced as sunk or damaged by American undersea

action in the Pacific since the war started.

Naval officials said this total
represented one of the greatest
constructions made in the steady
campaign of American forces to

reduce Japan.

Today
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Allied Pleasure Drive Furtive Positions

Reds Continue Double-Dead Line Operations

Destroys 50 Transports

of German Attack

Chief of Police Richard W. Rogers issued a warning to all
Morgan State college students yesterday in which he said that
serious federal charges face persons found using borrowed draft

ENLISTED RESERVE

Enlisted reserve students should obtain their identification
forms as soon as possible at the military office, Capt. C.
Bray, adjutant, said yesterday. The identification cards take the
place of draft cards for members of the enlisted reserve.
Post War Education Appears Bright

SEVERAL weeks ago the President of the United States made a statement in which he pointed out that a committee was studying post-war plans for education of men returning to civilian life.

The statement was interpreted by some observers to mean that the post-war era will produce a new, concrete freedom—equality of educational opportunity.

There is reason to hope that out of the war will come a revitalized educational system, one in which the selection of students will be based upon ability rather than economic privilege.

It is pertinent to observe that college students who are going into the armed forces—as well as those who have hopes of attaining college some later date—a concrete freedom for which to fight.

The last war failed to produce such a concrete freedom. True, many rehabilitation of dislocated veterans went into civilians, but they were highly inadequate. A "vocational rehabilitation" bill, known as the Smith, Houghton bill, is now in Congress, which would return to their jobs were provided full-time college or vocational opportunities to be paid into a mouth or more—both for a maximum of four years.

This time, however, we have something more to anticipate, that is, a reorganized system of the educational system—a college education for all those persons whose capabilities of ability to pay for it.

Even without official announcement of the details concerning this program, we can be sure of two things at this time; the war on every day, and every enrollment during the years immediately following this war will be double that of pre-war days; and post-war educational opportunity will carry greater promise, than that enjoyed by the veterans of the last war.

In Campus Quadrates

By Helen Schmidt and Scottie McNeil

PERHAPS you've noticed the ever-growing popularity and influence of Greek organizations. Greek life has always been a part of the life of the college, but it is growing rapidly. Many students who are not members of a Greek organization are beginning to look upon the Greek system with a great deal of curiosity.

Students are learning that the Greek system is not for the few, but for the many. It offers an opportunity for real fellowship and an opportunity to grow in leadership and maturity.

There is no shortage of popular Greek organizations, and there are many to choose from. The Delta Phi, Alpha Phi, Kappa, and Lambda are just a few of the many organizations that are available.

The Greeks are exchanging dinners and dances with their fellow students. They are enjoying each other's company and having a good time. They are learning to work together and to help each other.

One of the newest organizations on campus is the Alpha Phi Omega. They have been very active since their establishment and are always looking for new members.

The Alpha Phi Omega is a national fraternity that was established in 1897. They are interested in leadership and the development of young men and women.

The fraternity is open to both men and women, and they have a lot to offer. They offer opportunities for leadership, service, and personal growth.

The Alpha Phi Omega is a dynamic organization that is always looking for new members. They are interested in meeting new people and establishing new relationships.

If you are interested in learning more about the Alpha Phi Omega, please contact the fraternity on campus. They are always willing to answer any questions you may have and to show you what they have to offer.

Spartans At War

By AL RELLING

The Vet does it, and Dr. Hardin. The Vet has returned to campus, has received his second promotion in less than a year. He is now in charge of the student body. The Vet is a very popular figure on campus, and he is always ready to help anyone who needs his assistance.

The Vet is a very caring individual, and he always makes sure that his patients are well taken care of. He is always willing to go the extra mile to make sure that his patients are happy and healthy.

Spartan Hotel Association

The Spartan Hotel Association will meet tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in room 101. Union, according to William Johnson, President.
Ohio State Chosen As Top Grid Team

NEW YORK, Dec 1 (AP) - The Western Conference championship, as usual, is up for the taking of the nation's football teams. When Ohio State whipped the Iowa Navy pre-draft team 41-12 last Saturday while Dale Cross was wiping out Boston college, 23-12, and Red Grange hit All Rights, Associated Press

Back Injury Puts DeColf out of Schedule; Indians Basketball Game Cancelled

The Michigan State cage squad suffered its first setback yesterday when word was released that Roy DeColf may be lost to the team for the first few games of the season. DeColf, one of the five returning lettermen, was counted on heavily to fill the gap left by high-scoring center Joe Girard. A recurrence of an old foot injury sustained in high school will force the star to drop the pre-collisions from the sidelines. Along with the injury of DeColf's
DAIRLAN TAKES CONTROL AS CHIEF OF STATE IN FRENCH AFRICA

LONDON, Dec. 1 (AP)—Admiral Darlan, acting as Chief of State in French Africa, on the last day of 1944, has made it known that he will continue in this post for another year, and has appointed a new cabinet.

Darlan, who was appointed as chief of state by the Allied forces in North Africa, has made it clear that he will continue in this post for another year, and has appointed a new cabinet.

THESPIANS

(Continued from Page 11)

Wayne university is Myra Honeycutt, L. A. '44, who plays an ingenuous role in the story "Hay Fever." Although not entirely unfamiliar with the stage, Myra has been active in the theater and has given a number of performances. The play is under the direction of Miss Hett, who is also the director of the drama department.

Miss Hall will act as a house guest, while Miss Jope, also a house guest in the play, will make the most of a trying situation as (he week-end's seductress. Two newcomers to Michigan State and to local Thespian circles are lad Ashby, L. A. '45, transfer from Muskegon junior college, and Albin Beck, L. A. '43. Ashby will be seen as a suave British-type—diplomat, while Beck is a boxer who complicates domestic relations in the frothy production.

OPA to Check Gas Ration Complaints; First Day of Rationing Goes Smoothly

DETROIT, Dec. 1 (AP)—Attention is being focused today on the Office of Price Administration here that starting Monday there would be a check made on the fairness of preferred mileage allowances given by rationing boards.

Many complaints have been registered with OPA here to the effect that too much gasoline has been allowed by boards in some cases and too little in others, according to a statement made to-day by Edward T. Broadwell, state gasoline rationing officer.

Meanwhile, citizens of two big原文 industry centers, Detroit and Flint, are taking the gasoline rationing in good humor. Little difficulty was experienced by public commuters in transporting war workers to their jobs in Detroit this morning.

One plant reported a large number of workers to be 15 minutes late in starting work.

ALLIES

(Continued from Page 1)

already driven to the east coast between Chicago and Max, cutting out one pocket.

BOMB KEY PADS

Land Gen. Dwight H. Eisenhower, who plans to lay everything on his ambition, from flying Fortress to twin-tailed fighter, in a virtually non-stop assault on Berlin, Tunis, Max and Gates, the four key coastal ports held by the Axis, in the last 24 hours, and discharges from Allied head-quarters in North Africa, which a spokesman described the battle as a critical stage.

Round-the-clock Allied assaults were reported in some depots to have made Axis Axis forces at Bari, virtually untenable, with Hitler forced to withdraw some of his planes to manning bases in Sicily.

BOMB AIR RESOURCES

Hitler was bringing in air re-

sources from western Europe and the Russian front to stem this

The British first army, with American armed forces now making up a fourth of its strength, exerted heavy pressure beyond, Djebels, 12 miles west of Tunis, where a pocket was being driven between Tunis and Bizerte, and at Mateur, 28 miles south of Bizerte, in a direct attack on the naval base.

Revised Exam Schedule

(Old Exam—New Exam)

6M—Dec. 11
13M—Dec. 11
1IM—Dec. 11
17M—Dec. 11
6T—Dec. 11
13T—Dec. 11
17T—Dec. 11
1BW—Dec. 14
2BW—Dec. 14
3BW—Dec. 14
6T—Dec. 15
13T—Dec. 15
17T—Dec. 15
1BW—Dec. 18
2BW—Dec. 18
3BW—Dec. 18
6T—Dec. 21
13T—Dec. 21
17T—Dec. 21
1BW—Dec. 24
2BW—Dec. 24
3BW—Dec. 24

MANHATTAN

SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, HANDKERCHIEFS, NECKWEAR, SPORTS WEAR, MANSCO UNDERWEAR

ADVICE TO A LADY

FROM S. CLAUS

You couldn't do better by Father, Brother, or That Man than to follow the O.D. Boy himself, Wam! His pack has brimmed with fine Manhattan gifts for nigh 80 years ... and not a "mistake" in a sleightful.

A pair of shirts and ties, that go together, might top your package. Then sateen pajamas for out-and-out sleep luxury... and water-sports-wear just for fun. Handkerchiefs with minute rolled hems. And if you want to bring out the pride in his masculine hole... Manseq shorts in stripes or solid colors.

Prices you'll approve for the things he'll approve ... appropriately boxed and wrapped. Give them and watch them prove the hit of the house on Christmas morning.

You can't get better advice than from S. Claus, who knows what's good for men. He's been here for over 80 years, and his pack is brimmed with the best Manhattan has to offer. Prices you can't find elsewhere! Enjoy!_